We describe measurements of the 2200 cm -1 fundamental (AV = 1) and 4300 cm" 1 first overtone (AV = 2) vibration-rotation band systems of solar carbon monoxide. Our observations were obtained with the Fourier Transform Spectrometer of the McMath telescope at Kitt Peak. The overtone measurements were taken at the East, North, and West heliocentric limbs (fi = 0.2) and at disk center. Spectrum ratio techniques were used to eliminate terrestrial absorption effects in the East/West and North/Center pairs. Observations of the strong fundamental bands were obtained at disk center and near the North limb. We confirm the surprisingly low core brightness temperatures of the strongest CO AV = 1 lines near the limb reported previously by Noyes and Hall. Based on numerical spectrum simulations, we find that the fundamental band core brightness temperatures are incompatible with the cool photosphere of the Yernazza et al reference model, as well as with the presence of a chromospheric temperature inversion at the t 5 ooo â = 10" 3,5 level. Instead, the AV = 1 lines seem to require a comparatively hot outer photosphere, but with monotonically declining temperatures in the atmospheric layers where homogeneous models would place a chromospheric temperature inversion. We have examined the possibility that thermal inhomogeneities might be responsible for the unusual behavior of the AV = 1 CO lines. We find that the class of horizontally sinusoidal thermal perturbations proposed by Keil and Canfield have little effect on deriving a mean model and are not likely responsible for the " chromosphereless " behavior of the CO fundamental features. However, the somewhat discordant behavior of the AV = 1 lines at disk center compared with the North hmb (fi = 0.2) seems to favor a limb shadowing effect, whereby the cooler components of a structured atmosphere are more heavily weighted than the hotter components for limb lines of sight. The lack of a prominent chromospheric temperature inversion in the CO forming layers can be understood if the hot, chromospheric plasma is confined to discrete structures-perhaps magnetic flux tubes-that occupy only a small fraction of the available surface area at the heights corresponding to T min in conventional single-component models. If the solar atmosphere is indeed thermally bifurcated to the extent indicated, then mean models based on spatially averaged spectral diagnostics may have limited applicability. Finally, the AV = 2 limb equivalent widths and the best-fit thermal and microvelocity models indicate a solar carbon abundance of 4 x 10" 4 (on the scale with A u = 1) for an oxygen-tocarbon abundance ratio of 2.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fourier Transform Spectroscopy has revolutionized the study of the extensive infrared vibration-rotation band systems of abundant molecules in the Sun and other cool stars. In particular, a Fourier Transform Spectrometer records the entire accessible spectral bandpass, limited by an optical filter, uniformly and continuously throughout the observing period. Consequently, one can 1 Guest Observer, Kitt Peak National Observatory, operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under contract with the National Science Foundation. take full advantage of the redundant information contained in the multiplicity of individual molecular lines.
We describe here the application of Fourier Transform Spectroscopy to the oe 2200 2 fundamental [AV =1) and co 4300 first overtone (AV = 2) vibration-rotation bands of solar carbon monoxide. Our study is an extension of the single-channel grating spectrometer work described previously by Ayres (1978a) . In fact, the special properties of Fourier Transform Spectroscopy have allowed us to take advantage of several observational tricks to reduce 2 co is the frequency in wavenumbers: 1 cm -1 = 1 kayser; co 2200 % 4.5 jum; co 4300 % 2.3 pm. the influence of extensive terrestrial molecular absorption on the CO first overtone region. In our exploratory applications, we have increased the number of weak overtone CO absorption lines suitable for analysis from about 10 to nearly 200. Our primary intent in this study was to obtain highquality measurements of limb equivalent widths and center-to-limb behavior of the carbon monoxide band systems. We were motivated by the temperature sensitivity of the diatomic molecular formation, which can serve as a probe of physical conditions in the outer layers of the solar photosphere (t 5 oooâ^ 10"
2 ) where the carbon monoxide concentration peaks. That particular region of the photosphere between the temperature minimum {T m in) at the base of the chromospheric temperature inversion and the optical continuum forming layers near Tsooo Á = has provided atmospheric modelers with a troubling dilemma. Namely, different spectral diagnostics tend to produce grossly different thermal pictures of the middle and upper photosphere. For example, the broad damping wings of the Ca n and Mg n resonance lines suggest that the solar outer photosphere and T min are relatively "hot" (Ayres and Linsky 1976) , while farinfrared (/I ^ 100 jum) brightness temperatures and the center-to-limb behavior of the CO first overtone bands suggest that the upper photosphere is " cool " (Vernazza, Avrett, and Loeser 1976; Ayres 1978a) . Part of the differences among the several diagnostics might be traced to errors in radiometric calibrations or to uncertainties in the underlying atomic physics. Nevertheless, it is likely that the bulk of the apparent differences among the disparate diagnostics is genuine and probably a simple consequence of atmospheric inhomogeneities. In particular, the ultraviolet resonance line wings would tend to accentuate the hotter components of a structured photosphere, while molecular features would tend to respond preferentially to the cooler components.
An important ancillary goal of our study, then, is to establish how the carbon monoxide bands respond to different classes of atmospheric inhomogeneities.
In § II, we describe our measurements of the solar infrared carbon monoxide spectrum. In § III, we outline the reduction of the fundamental and overtone spectra, particularly the ratio techniques applied to eliminate terrestrial absorption effects in the latter. In § IV, we derive an optimum single-component photospheric model to simultaneously fit the behavior of the CO AV = 1 and AV = 2 spectra and the limb darkening of optical and infrared continuum intensities. We also consider the influence of a simple class of atmospheric inhomogeneities on the formation of the CO bands. Finally, in § V, we discuss our results, particularly the consequences for deriving the solar carbon abundance, and whether the apparent diagnostic dilemma between Ca ii and CO overtone models can be resolved.
II. OBSERVATIONS a) The KPNO FTS
The Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS) of the McMath Solar Telescope has been described in detail elsewhere (Brault 1979) . Major advantages of the FTS for molecular measurements, compared with a conventional single-channel scanning grating spectrometer, include the extremely high resolution and large spectral bandpass attainable in a single measurement. Equally important, the spectral information at each frequency within the observation bandpass is recorded almost continuously throughout the integration period. Each of the several hundred accessible CO lines, for example, would be observed under virtually identical circumstances. Consequently, the enormously redundant information contained in the molecular bands in principle, is realized in practice.
b) Ratio Spectra, co 4300 Region The principal goal of our observing program was to test the feasibility of applying spectrum ratio techniques (Hall 1974) to reduce the effects of Earth atmospheric absorption on the photospheric CO spectrum, particularly the weak first overtone bands. To apply the ratio techniques successfully, one must obtain two sets of spectra in which the terrestrial absorption is nearly identical, but the solar spectrum is changed in some significant way. For example, Hall ratioed spectra of sunspots and the quiet photosphere, obtained contemporaneously by means of image switching, to study the behavior of molecules and low-excitation atomic species. These are enormously enhanced in the cool umbra relative to the hotter photosphere.
Here, we exploited solar rotation to provide spectra of the East and West equatorial limbs with significant, and opposite, Doppler shifts relative to the terrestrial absorption spectrum, which is in the velocity frame of the observatory. Ratios of the East and West limb spectra contain information on the absolute equivalent widths of the CO lines near the limb.
In addition, we obtained spectra of the North limb and disk center. Here, we exploited the large center-to-limb increase in CO equivalent widths to cancel terrestrial absorption features at zero velocity shift and to produce ratio signatures that contain information concerning the center-to-limb behavior of solar features. c) Observing Scenario, co 4300 Region All of the first-overtone observations described here were taken over an approximately 5-hour period during the late morning and early afternoon of 1978 May 26. We began 2^ hours before zenith passage with an observation of the North polar limb, followed by the equatorial East limb during the hour preceeding zenith passage, and the West equatorial limb during the hour following. Finally, we took a Sun-center spectrum during the second hour after zenith passage. As a result, the North/Center and East/West measurements were recorded at symmetrical air masses, although the absolute air mass is less for the equatorial pair. Pertinent data for the individual observations are summarized in Table 1 .
Each of the limb measurements was obtained with a 25 mm x 0.825 mm entrance slot, which corresponds to an angular area of about 60" x 2" on the Sun. during the interferogram accumulation period (1-hr).
(No explicit correction for image motion due to solar rotation was attempted.) The disk-center measurement was taken with a 4 mm ^ 10" diameter circular aperture. The somewhat smaller area of the disk-center hole compared with the limb slots compensated for the larger continuum intensity at disk center. Consequently, the center and limb observations have comparable light levels and signal-to-noise ratios. A slight defocusing of the image for the disk center measurements degraded the spatial resolution to be comparable with that of the limb data. As in the limb measurements, the diameter of the circular entrance aperture is comparable to the apparent distance traveled by an equatorial feature near disk center during the 1-hour observation period. We wanted to work as close to the limb as practical in order to achieve the maximum velocity separation between the opposite equatorial observations, as well as to take advantage of the large center-to-limb effect in the strongly limb-darkened CO features. However, the influences of seeing variations and image motion near the limb caused us to chose ¿¿ = 0.2 as our reference limb position. On the day of observation, the solar image diameter was 76.2 cm, consequently the image was positioned so that the entrance aperture was located at a reference position of 0.77 cm inside the limb.
An FTS observation consisted of eight separate interferograms of 8.1 minutes duration each that were coadded and stored under computer control. A liquid nitrogen cooled InSb detector sampled the interferometer output at a rate of 2500 Hz. The full path difference was 93.4 cm, which corresponds to a maximum resolving power of 5.2 x 10 5 in the carbon monoxide first overtone region (4300 cm -1 ). Somewhat in excess of 10 6 sample points were recorded in each observation. The composite interferogram was written on tape for subsequent reduction, namely Fourier transforming on the KPNO CDC 6400 computer to obtain the intensity versus wavenumber spectrum. Since the typical rms signal-to-noise ratio was 3000 or greater, it was our opinion that little could be gained by numerical filtering.
d) Observing Scenario, oe 2200 Region
We obtained FTS measurements of the AF = 1 fundamental vibration-rotation bands of CO on 1978 May 27. The FTS configuration was similar to that used for the overtone observations of the previous day. However, in these exploratory AV = 1 measurements, we did not attempt East/West limb spectra comparable to those of the co 4300 region. Instead, we obtained interferograms at two positions close to the North limb, g = 0.25,0.20, and at disk center (g -1.0). Furthermore, we observed the fundamental region during the early morning hours to utilize the period of best atmospheric seeing, which is important for limb observations, rather than near local noon to minimize the strength of terrestrial absorption. Additional details concerning the fundamental band observations are given in Table 1. III. DATA REDUCTION a) Registration and Spectrum Ratios, co 4300 Region Proper registration of the East/West and North/Center spectrum pairs is essential to assure as complete cancellation of terrestrial absorption features as possible. We accomplished this as follows. First, we ratioed the two spectrum pairs according to the raw wavenumber scales. For the East/West pair, the initial ratio produced almost complete cancellation of terrestrial features. However, the North/Center ratio exhibited somewhat poorer cancellation, indicating that a small relative frequency shift was required. We determined the appropriate shift for each of the ratio pairs by displacing one of the component spectra by fractions of a sample point to achieve optimum cancellation of 10 preselected, clean atmospheric absorption features.
The power of the ratio approach is clearly demonstrated in Figure 1 . Here information concerning solar CO features is present in the ratio spectra, even in regions that are heavily obscured by terrestrial absorption in the raw spectra. No. 3, 1981 SOLAR CO 1127 Fig. 1 .-East/West and North/Center ratio spectra for two intervals in the AV = 2 overtone CO region. Note that genuine solar features exhibit a characteristic signature in the equatorial limb ratios owing to the opposite Doppler shifts imposed by solar rotation. In the LIMB/CNTR ratios, the CO lines appear as ordinary absorption profiles (unlabeled tick marks), whereas atomic lines (lower left panel) appear with W-shaped signatures. This difference is produced by the fact that atomic lines typically do not strengthen toward the limb as much as the CO lines, while both the CO and atomic features tend to be broader near the limb than at disk center. Also note the terrestrial feature (© ) in the LIMB/CNTR spectrum (lower right panel) that did not completely cancel in the ratio procedure (see text). From left to right, the CO features are the R16, R79, and R22 transitions of the 2-0 band.
b) Limb Equivalent Widths
Each genuine solar feature exhibits a characteristic signature in the East/West ratio spectrum. The shape of the signature results from the differential Doppler shift imposed by solar rotation. The CO overtone lines are very nearly Gaussian at disk center and close to the limb (Ayres 1978a) . We can therefore evaluate the ratio signature shape by dividing Doppler shifted Gaussian absorption profiles.
The individual absorption line shapes are given by the redshifted West limb profile, we produce the following ratio signature:
where r 0 is the central depth of the line, x is the wavenumber displacement Aco, x 0 = Aco 0 is the half e-folding width of the line, and ô is the Doppler shift produced by the apparent line-of-sight velocity of the limb. The most useful parameter for modeling purposes is the line equivalent width,
-00 which is (7r) 1/2 x 0 r 0 for the undisturbed profile. When we divide the blueshifted East limb profile by Here, we have retained only the leading terms in the expansion, because the CO lines typically are weak (i.e., r 0 <^ 1). We define a net equivalent width of the ratio signature \l-R x \dx, (4) -00 which is the area between the ratio profile and the unit axis. W R can be extracted easily from the ratio spectrum.
Substituting the expression for the ratio signature (eq. [3]) into the defining relation for W R above, we find .+<5/*o W R = 2r 0 x 0 exp (~y 2 )dy J -SIxo 
Consequently,
or
We see from equation (7) that if the intrinsic line width is small compared with the rotational Doppler shift (i.e., ö/x 0 ^>1), then erf (¿/x 0 ) ~ 1 and the limb equivalent width is simply half the net ratio equivalent width. Alternatively, if the line width is large compared with the rotational Doppler shift (i.e., ¿/x 0 1), then the signature equivalent width will decrease accordingly, reflecting the partial cancellation of the opposite limb profiles. Consequently, for small ô/x 0 the accuracy of the derived limb equivalent widths will depend sensitively on how reliably W R can be measured and how reliably ö/x 0 can be determined. For our particular situation, ö/x 0 ~ 1, so that W M Umh * W R .
c) Center-to-Limb Behavior In an analogous way, we can analytically describe the conversion from North/Center ratio signature equivalent widths to the center-to-limb behavior parameter Pci = ^c ntr /^l imb -Like the limb equivalent width, p cl is an important quantity for atmospheric modeling.
The North/Center ratio signature is
1 -r 0 limb exp
where typically the residual depths r 0 are much smaller at disk center than at the limb, but the line widths x 0 are more nearly the same (Ayres 1978a) . The ratio signature equivalent width W R is defined as before, (1 -Po) • Consequently,
where in practice, H^l imb would be obtained from the East/West ratio signatures.
d) Synthetic Ratio Signature Fitting
The analytical conversion between ratio equivalent widths and limb equivalent widths, or center-to-limb behavior, demonstrates the physical significance of the ratio signatures. However, to extract as much information from the ratio spectra as possible, synthetic fitting techniques are required. This is accomplished as follows.
As above, we assume that the intrinsic absorption profiles are Gaussian. We first construct a synthetic ratio signature based on initial estimates of the critical parameters Aa) 0 , r 0 , and cd 0 , the wavenumber of the line centroid. We then compare the synthetic and actual ratio signatures and iteratively vary the several free parameters to achieve an optimum fit (in a least-squares sense).
i) East/West For the East/West spectra, we fixed the rotational Doppler shift 6 at the value appropriate to the reference limb positions, namely,
where F 0 = 1.93 km s -1 is the equatorial siderial rotation velocity of the Sun (Howard and Harvey 1970), A^iimb ^ 0-2 is the cosine of the heliocentric position angle of the observed limb points, F@ = 29.8 km s~1 is the mean orbital velocity of the Earth (Allen 1973) , and 0 ~ 960" is the semidiameter of the Sun as viewed from the Earth (in May). The term containing the Earth's orbital velocity accounts for the fact that the measured Doppler shifts are produced by the synodic rather than the siderial motion of the limb.
We tested the East/West fitting procedure on a small sample (~ 10) of clean CO lines that had been observed previously and for which Gaussian profile parameters were available (Ayres 1978a) . We found good agreement between the two more-or-less independent methods. However, we also found that the West limb features tended to be somewhat deeper than the East limb features {ôr 0 /r 0 zz 3-4%). The small implied differences between the East and West limb equivalent widths are probably a result of small errors in positioning the entrance aperture, or perhaps differences in the kinds of structures present in the 2" x 60" spatial averages at the opposite limbs.
We therefore treated the ratio of East and West line depths as a free parameter in the optimization procedure. However, we assumed that the East and West limb line widths were identical, because no significant differences were found among the test sample features.
After we verified the fitting procedure on the small sample of clean features (unblended in both the raw and ratio spectra), we applied the technique to a much larger group of features ( ~ 200) that were relatively clean in the ratio spectrum, but not necessarily clean in the raw spectra. We excluded many CO features from the large sample owing to blends with other CO lines. For example, near the several vibrational band heads the rotational lines become quite crowded and many pairs of R40s and R50s lines overlap. We also excluded those molecular No. 3, 1981 SOLAR CO 1129 lines that are blended with solar atomic lines or with terrestrial absorption features that did not completely cancel in the ratio spectra. The latter problem (see Fig. 1 , for example) is particularly acute for the North/Center ratios, because the component spectra were furthest separated in the observing sequence and were taken at larger air masses than the East/West pair. The time difference accentuates telluric absorption features that are not purely air-mass dependent. For example, the water vapor absorption over Kitt Peak can be more sensitive to the time of day than to the column density of air.
In principle, useful information can be extracted from the composite ratio signatures of blended solar lines. However, the synthetic fitting procedure to accomodate blends would be more complex than that applicable to clean ratio signatures, and the accuracy and reliability of the technique would be correspondingly less. We felt that the additional investment of effort was not justified, particularly because the information contained in the easily interpreted unblended ratio signatures is highly redundant in the first place.
After applying the synthetic fitting procedure to the large sample of East/West signatures, we examined the derived optimum parameters for any systematic trends. We found that the central depth enhancement of the West features was relatively independent of limb equivalent width, but that the derived Gaussian half-widths, Aco 0 , exhibited a mild positive correlation with W^l imb . In particular, the strong lines (W oe^ 20 mK) are about 10% broader than the weak lines (1%, ^ 5 mK). (Tsuji 1977 found a qualitatively similar trend among disk-center features that he measured in Hall's 1974 Atlas.) This behavior is likely produced by partial saturation of the stronger features or by an outward increase in the macrovelocity broadening field. (The microvelocity field is thought to increase inward, e.g., Canfield and Beckers 1976.) Finally, we refitted all of the large sample East/West signatures using the mean central depth enhancement ($ r o/ r o ~ 3%), and line widths based on a linear leastsquares fit to the empirical Aco 0 (W (a ) distribution.
ii) North/Center Having determined the critical line parameters, namely Aco 0 and r 0 , for the limb ratio signatures in the large line sample, we next applied the synthetic fitting approach to the North/Center spectra. Here, the important parameters are r 0 cntr /r 0 Umb and Aco 0 cnt 7^o limb -We compared clean regions of the East, West, and North spectra and found that the North CO absorption was very close to that of the West spectrum. We therefore adopted the West line parameters, particularly r 0 limb , in the North/Center fitting procedure. Consequently, we characterize the limb equivalent widths and center-tolimb behavior solely in terms of the West (and North) values rather than, say, an average of the East and West parameters.
In practice, we applied the North/Center fitting procedure based on both the individual optimum fit parameters from the West spectrum, as well as the parameters obtained using the mean <5r 0 /r 0 and Aco 0 (I% J ) relations. The alternative approaches produced somewhat different p cl values in the majority of cases. The differences are typically less than 10%, however.
The East/West and North/Center ratio spectrum fits are summarized in Figure 2 . The circles represent limb equivalent widths based on the empirical ôr 0 /r 0 and Aco 0 (t% J ) dependences determined from the entire sample. The tips of the lines extending above or below the circles represent the equivalent widths obtained from the optimum fits to the ratio signatures allowing free variation in the fitting parameters. Similarly, the triangles indicate the center-to-limb behavior coefficients p cI obtained from the empirical parameter dependences, while the " tails " indicate the optimum free parameter fits. Not all of the large sample fits are represented in Figure 2 . We eliminated those sample members for which the rms deviation of the synthetic Gaussian ratio signatures from the observed signatures exceeded a critical value cr crit . We somewhat arbitrarily chose cr crit to be twice the minimum a of the sample. This choice eliminated roughly 20% of the initial sample members. We excluded the poorest fits owing to the possible contamination of the ratio signatures by unrecognized weak blends or imperfect cancellation of telluric absorption features. In addition we included only R-branch transitions (J u -J l = -b 1 ) in our data reduction and subsequent analysis.
Note in Figure 2 that the overall shape of the limb equivalent width envelope is similar for the R-branches of the six vibrational bands. Each envelope peaks near J t = 30 and falls off toward lower and higher rotational numbers. The shape of the equivalent width distribution is a replica of the excitation distribution of the rotational state populations within each vibrational level. Similarly, the apparent maximum in the envelope of the individual band peaks at the 3-1 band is also a reflection of the excitation distribution of the vibrational level complexes themselves, although modified somewhat by the rapid increase of mean line oscillator strengths with increasing lower vibrational level k¡ (Kirby-Docken and Liu 1978) .
Finally, note that the center-to-limb behavior parameters are comparatively constant within each band, as well as from band to band. e) Data Distillation In principle, we could apply atmospheric model simulations directly to the CO data sample as displayed in Figure 2 . However, in practice, the information contained in the CO equivalent widths and center-to-limb behavior parameters is highly redundant, and it would be extravagant to model the entire data sample. We therefore decided to distill from each band an essential set of parameters that would be more convenient to model, without sacrificing any useful information. The distillation consisted of the following steps.
First, we constructed, by trial and error, a singlecomponent photospheric model that roughly reproduced the measured distribution of l% } limb and p cl for the six vibrational bands. Next, we calculated theoretical values of W^l imb and p cl for each of the observed rotational lines in a particular band between J t = 10 and 60 using the reference model. The restriction of J t values assures that only the strongest features, and consequently the most accurately measured, are included in the distillation procedure. Finally, we divided the observed distribution by the theoretical distribution in order to interpolate, in a least-squares sense, values of W^l imb and p cl at = 30 for each of the bands separately. In essence, we use the theoretical distribution as a template to accurately predict the equivalent width of a particular rotational line, given the observed W^l imb distribution at many points within the band. In principle, such a procedure takes full advantage of the redundant information presumably contained within each band. The fitted templates are illustrated in Figure 2 . The derived W^l imb (R30) and p cl (R30) values appear in subsequent figures where we examine the effects of various photospheric models on the formation of the solar CO spectrum. /) Data Reduction, oe 2200 Region Examples of disk center and North limb (p = 0.2) spectra of the CO fundamental region are depicted in Figure 3 .
The important quantity that can be derived straightforwardly from the CO fundamental lines is the central residual intensity. This is equivalent to the core brightness temperature when an absolute calibration for the continuum specific intensity level is available. For the strong, saturated CO A F = 1 features, the core brightness temperature should be roughly equal to the kinetic temperature near line-center optical depth unity (Noyes and Hall 1972) .
We established central residual intensities for a diverse sample of strong AV = 1 absorption features from the 1-0 through the 7-6 bands. We interpolated a continuum level for each measured line according to the behavior of the local intensity slope on either side of the absorption feature. We avoided CO lines that were obviously strongly affected by terrestrial absorption.
We derived core brightness temperatures for the measured central residual intensities using absolute continuum levels based on model photosphere simulations (see below). This is a reasonable approach because the 5 pm continuum is formed in essentially the same atmospheric layers as the 0.5-2.5 pm optical and near-infrared continuum. Models that reproduce accurately the overall emission levels and center-to-limb behavior of the 0.5-2.5 pm region are available readily (Ayres 1978b) , whereas reliable calibrations of 5 pm irradiances or Sun-center intensities are not (e.g., Vernazza, Avrett, and Loeser 1976) . We are, in effect, tying the 5 pm region to the more easily calibrated optical continuum using a model atmosphere as a transfer standard. This approach allows us to compare the outer levels of the photosphere, as probed by the CO AV = 1 cores, differentially to the deeper, optical continuum forming layers with comparatively few systematic uncertainties.
We have plotted the measured central residual intensities and derived core brightness temperatures for a variety of CO AV = 1 lines, at disk center and near the limb, in Figure 4 . The abscissa is inversely related to the line center absorptivity per molecule of the particular vibration-rotation transition, Zjvfjv(2J + 1)" cm mc 2 Aco D " n co
Here, oscillator strengths are taken from the work of Kirby-Docken and Liu (1978) , the population ratio is evaluated for a reference temperature of 4000 K, and the Doppler width Aa> D is based on a microturbulent component of £ = 1 km s~1 and the thermal contribution at 4000 K. The quantity a JF ~1 is roughly proportional to the column mass density, m (g cm" 2 ), at t 1c jv ~ 1 for the particular transition. The plot of T B versus ol jv ~there-fore, is a crude replica of the temperature-column density stratification of the atmosphere. (However, the details of the mapping must be established by numerical simulations.)
Note that the CO core brightness temperatures are a monotonically decreasing function of decreasing a " 1 at disk center as well as near the limb. The relationship between the two viewing angles is clarified in Figure 5 , where we have plotted the AV = 1 core brightness temperature versus pjx JV ~1 for the entire sample of lines illustrated in the previous figure. The modified abscissa is related to the line-of-sight optical depth, and is proportional to the column mass density at Ti c JV (p) ~ 1 in a plane parallel, homogeneous photosphere. Note also that the AF = 1 core temperatures of the strongest lines near the limb are rather cool, T < 4000 K, as found previously by Noyes and Hall (1972) using the large infrared grating spectrograph at Kitt Peak.
The monotonie decline of the CO AF = 1 core temperatures with increasing line strength implies that the photospheric temperatures in the layers where the molecular features are formed also falls off monotonically with increasing altitude. The surprisingly low core brightness temperatures near the limb imply that the outermost layers of the " molecular " photosphere are considerably cooler than would be expected on the basis of conventional photosphere-chromosphere models. (For example, the Vernazza et a/, reference photosphere has a minimum temperature of ^ 4200 K near ^soco = 3 x 10 -3 , while the Ayres-Linsky " Ca n " model has a minimum temperature of ~ 4450 K at the same level.)
As we did with the overtone measurements, we distilled the extensive set of AF = 1 core temperatures into a more tractable form to compare with model simulations. We accomplished this by averaging the core temperatures of lines having similar R-branch rotational transition numbers within a given vibrational band. We restricted ourselves to J t > 25 (except for F* = 6) and F/ > 1 to avoid problems with terrestrial CO contamination of the measured core strengths. The distilled set of fundamental band core brightness temperatures appear in subsequent figures, where they are compared with the predictions of atmospheric model simulations. 2 ) at which the particular line core achieves optical depth unity.
IV. SPECTRUM SIMULATIONS a) General Remarks The deep-photosphere thermal structure models used in the spectrum simulations described below are based on the Vernazza, Avrett, and Loeser (1976) sequently, the one-dimensional representation of the empirical thermal structure of the continuum forming layers (10 -2 < T5000Â 10) is well established. This provides an important boundary condition for the CO problem, namely, the background photospheric radiation fields against which the molecular absorption is measured. In particular, the carbon monoxide concentration peaks in the cooler layers of the middle photosphere (10" 3 < T5000 ^ 10" 2 ), well above the 2.4 /mi and 5 /mi infrared continuum forming levels (t 5 ooo ~ !)• Our intent here is to exploit the thermal sensitivity of the molecular bands to extend the one-dimensional empirical temperature-pressure stratification from the continuum forming layers to higher levels of the middle photosphere and the temperature minimum region. The CO-empirical model can be compared with analogous models based on diagnostics formed at essentially the same levels of the photosphere, the Ca 11K wings and emission cores, for example. Such a comparison should indicate straightforwardly whether one-dimensional models can attain a practical universality, or whether the spatial fine structure of the photosphere is so extreme, in a thermal sense, as to completely frustrate any attempt to construct a homogeneous mean model of the solar atmosphere.
i) The Height Scale
In previous papers, a variety of atmospheric height scales were used in the model simulations, for example, continuum optical depth T5 000 (Ayres 1978b) column density m (g cm" 2 ; Ayres and Linsky 1976). Here we revert to the conventional physical height scale z (km), measured relative to the height at which t 5 ooo = k Our choice is dictated by the two-dimensional simulations described below, which are most easily treated in physical space.
We initially specify a model by the run of temperature T with isooo-We interpolate that model onto an evenly spaced height scale by estimating the gas pressure at the first optical depth (t 5 ooo ^ 10" 7 ), and then jointly integrating the hydrostatic equilibrium constraint with the optical depth relation. We iteratively adjust the top pressure to force T5000 = 1 at z = 0. We ignore turbulent pressure support for simplicity. We checked that the interpolated models obeyed the continuum intensity and center-to-limb behavior tests outlined by Ayres (1978h) . Optical continuum opacities are those described by Ayres (1978fr) , and are computed in LTE for simplicity.
ii) Two-Dimensional Radiative Transfer
We specify a two-dimensional model in terms of the temperature-pressure stratifications of vertical columns spaced evenly across a line on the hypothetical solar surface. We obtain physical quantities, opacities and emissivities for example, along rays intersecting the twodimensional columnar structure by a simple interpolation scheme. (Because we usually specify atmospheric inhomogeneities that are periodic horizontally, rays that exit from one end of the columnar structure are continued into the opposite end.)
The two-dimensional radiative transfer simulations are enormously simplified by supposing that all of the absorption and emission processes are purely thermal. Consequently, explicit two-dimensional radiative interactions that arise from scattering terms (Mihalas, Auer, and Mihalas 1978) can be ignored. The LTE assumption is likely to be valid for the ground electronic states of an abundant diatomic molecule such as CO under typical photospheric conditions, owing to the easy thermalization of the strongest ground-state line transitions (the ÁL = 1 fundamental bands) by the large vibrationrotation collision rates (Heasley et al 1978; see alsoTsuji 1964; Thompson 1973; Hinkle and Lambert 1975) . The molecular V-R collision rates are typically much larger than for the more familiar case of atomic excitation, because the most important colliding particles are hydrogen atoms, rather than electrons. Although electron excitation cross sections tend to be somewhat larger than those of neutrals, the neutral atoms are overwhelmingly more abundant than electrons in the photosphere («hK ~ lO 4 ). Another factor that drives the CO statistical equilibrium toward LTE is the strong fundamental V-R bands and ultraviolet electronic transitions whose extreme opacity in the photosphere likely forces radiative detailed balance in the layers where the weak overtone lines are formed.
Finally, the most important background opacity in the CO fundamental and first overtone regions is the free-free continuum of H", which is purely thermal in character (Vernazza, Avrett, and Loeser 1976) .
Once the optical depth scale and emissivities have been established along a particular ray, the emergent intensity is determined by applying a formal solution of the transfer equation based on Hermitian differencing scheme. In practice, we calculate the emergent intensities along rays intersecting each of the column tops and average the resulting values to simulate a spatial integration.
iii) Line Formation We calculate CO overtone line shapes in the twodimensional model atmosphere as follows. We assume purely Doppler profiles (thermal + microvelocity broadening), CO vibration-rotation energy levels and partition functions derived from the term values given by Roh and Rao (1974) , and the theoretical oscillator strengths proposed by Kirby-Docken and Liu (1978) . The carbon monoxide concentration is calculated in LTE, assuming a dissociation energy of 11.09 eV (Suchard 1975) . For each columnar ray, we calculate monochromatic opacities (line + background continuum) at 25 frequency points spaced evenly across the half-line profile at 5 mK increments. Line shapes from the individual columns are combined into a composite profile. Finally, the equivalent width is extracted from the composite line shape by numerical integration.
We calculate CO fundamental line shapes in an analogous fashion to the AF = 2 lines. However, we restrict the frequency mesh to the extreme line core, since we are interested primarily in the core brightness temperatures.
iv) Modeling Scenario
In practice, we model the CO overtone bands as follows. First, a mean carbon abundance is determined from the " distilled " R30 overtone limb equivalent width sample described in §IIIe above. In deriving A c , we assume, for simplicity, that the oxygen-to-carbon abundance ratio is fixed. Our approach differs from that of Ayres (1978a) , who assumed that the oxygen abundance itself was fixed. Our motivation in the present work is that neither the oxygen nor carbon abundances have been established securely in previous studies. In particular, neither atom has a rich spectrum of moderate excitation lines that are formed in the photosphere, and chromospheric or coronal abundance estimates are subject to many additional uncertainties. We propose, in fact, that the abundance ratio r 0/c -A 0 /A c is known more reliably than either of the absolute abundances. We adopt here a representative value r 0/c = 2 based on the studies summarized by Withbroe (1976) and Ross and Aller (1976) .
At the levels of the middle photosphere where the AF = 2 R30 lines are formed, the local carbon monoxide concentration is unsaturated (in the sense that only a small fraction of the available atomic carbon and oxygen has associated into CO). Consequently, the line equivalent widths are proportional to the abundance product, W«, ~ A C A 0 = A c 2 r olc .
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Because the line equivalent widths are well known, and the CO molecular parameters and oscillator strength scales are considered reliable (the latter to the ~ 10% level), the derived carbon abundance should scale moreor-less as ro/ C _ 1/2 -Even if our adopted abundance ratio is wrong by a perhaps implausibly large factor of 2, the derived carbon abundance will be in error by only about 40%.
Once the mean carbon abundance has been established for the particular model, we then calculate the center-tolimb behavior parameter p cl (R30) for each of the six vibrational bands to compare with the " template " values described in § III above.
By obtaining a carbon abundance for each model, we are in effect forcing the theoretical equivalent width distribution in each band to fit the moderate strength lines of intermediate J^. Consequently, some of the model properties, the mean temperatures, and nonthermal broadening near the T5000 ~ 10" 3 level, for example, are expressed implicitly in the derived carbon abundance. Other properties, temperature and nonthermal broadening gradients in particular, are contained in the center-tolimb behavior parameters. b) One-Dimensional Models We consider here two classes of one-dimensional photospheric models. In practice, these are treated as degen- Fig. 6 .-Single-component thermal structure models used in numerical simulations of CO spectra. VAL refers to the Vernazza et al. (1976) reference model as modified slightly by Ayres (1978b) . AL refers to the hot-photosphere model proposed by Ayres and Linsky (1976) to match calibrated measurements of the Ca 11 H and K damping wings. The chromospheric temperature inversion of the original A L model has been replaced by a monotonie outward decreasing thermal structure that reproduces the A F = 1 CO core brightness temperature distributions near the limb. crate cases of the two-dimensional simulations, namely, the two-dimensional columnar structure collapses to a single column. We apply the same numerical treatment to the one-dimensional cases as to the two-dimensional simulations in order to minimize possible codedependent systematic errors in a differential comparison of the two spatial approximations.
The two classes of thermal structure models used in the one-dimensional simulations described below are depicted in Figure 6 . The deep photosphere ( t 5ooo ^ 10"
2 ) is that of the Vernazza, Avrett, and Loeser (VAL, 1976) model M as modified slightly by Ayres (1978h) . Above T5000 = 10" 2 , the temperature is assumed to follow either the VAL model itself or the hotter photosphere proposed by Ayres and Linsky (1976) based on the Ca 11 damping wings. However, for the latter the photospheric temperatures are assumed to decline monotonically outward to a boundary value of 3500 K at t 5ooo = 10 -7 , while for the VAL model the standard chromospheric temperature inversion near t 5 ooo = 3 x 10" 3 (T min = 4200 K) has been retained.
i) Dependence on Thermal Structure Figure 7 compares predicted AV = 1 core brightness temperatures, AV = 2 limb equivalent widths, and center-to-limb behavior parameters for the VAL and modified AL models. A depth-independent microturbulent broadening of 1 km s" 1 at disk center and 2 km s" 1 near the limb has been assumed. (The dependence of the CO parameters on the micro turbulence model is described in a subsequent section.)
The left-hand panel depicts the AV = 1 core brightness temperatures. It is clear that the VAL model is both too cool in the photosphere and too hot in the chromosphere to reproduce accurately the measured CO fundamental spectrum. In fact, the VAL model predicts emission cores in the strongest of the AF = 1 transitions. On the other hand, the chromosphereless AL model achieves much better agreement with the CO AV -1 cores, at least near the limb. (As it should, since the AL temperature structure above t 5 ooo = 10 -4 was adjusted semi-empirically to force agreement with the limb measurements.)
The right-hand panel of Figure 7 compares the overtone CO predictions. Here, the abundance normalization of the VAL produces a good match to the limb equivalent width distribution, although the center-to-limb behavior is less than observed, at least for the ^ = [(^c ntr , ¿ limb ] = [1^ 2] model. The modified AL photosphere exhibits a better fit to the templated p cl values, but a somewhat poorer match to the limb equivalent width distribution.
Unfortunately, the limb equivalent width comparison is ambiguous because a small relative error in the theoretical oscillator strength distribution can distort the predicted W^l imb (R30) envelope significantly. The centerto-limb behavior parameters are comparatively free from the oscillator strength ambiguity and the carbon abundance normalization. However the p cl coefficients are sensitive to the adopted microturbulence model. The sensitivity of p cl to the adopted microturbulence model arises because the CO overtone features strengthen considerably towards limb and are strong enough to partially saturate at small broadening velocities. At higher velocities, the limb equivalent widths of the R30 lines begin to desaturate, and the correspondingly increased W^l imb (AE30) relative to the unsaturated disk center equivalent widths forces the p cl values to decrease. (The derived carbon abundances decrease as well.)
The influence of the micro turbulence model is depicted in Figure 8 . As before, the velocity models are designed according to [(^c ntr , { Iimb ] . Despite the significant effect on the overtone p cl parameters, the microturbulence model has little influence on the AF = 1 core brightness temperatures. The apparent insensitivity of the AV = 1 cores to the broadening velocities is somewhat surprising, since a decrease in the Doppler broadening has a double effect on increasing the AV = 1 optical depths at a fixed height. First, the decreased Doppler broadening directly increases the line center optical depths,
where Ao) D ~ <!; is the local Doppler width. Second, the AV = 1 line center optical depths increase indirectly because the overtone abundance normalization requires that the carbon (and oxygen) abundance increase with decreasing Doppler broadening. Nevertheless, the comparatively steep dependence of i ic on physical height coupled with the mild temperature gradient dT/dh of the chromosphereless AL model conspire to counteract the velocity-induced changes in the AF = 1 mapping of T(m) onto T b (t 1c ~ 1). We conclude, therefore, that the CO AF = 1 core brightness temperatures are a reliable thermometer to probe the thermal structure of the outer photosphere, while the center-to-limb behavior of the weaker overtone lines provides a useful tachometer to sample the mean Doppler broadening in the middle photosphere. Finally, given estimates of the thermal structure and broadening velocities, the AF = 2 limb equivalent widths are reliable indicators of the carbon abundance, at least within the admittedly limited context of single-component, planeparallel homogeneous model photospheres.
The velocity model designated " CB " in Figure 8 is the depth-dependent, anisotropic velocity distribution proposed by Canfield and Beckers (1976) . Their model is a synthesis of several proposed velocity distributions and probably should be regarded as an attempt to represent the diversity of the available microturbulence models rather than a reflection of the true photospheric nonthermal broadening. We have included the CB model here primarily to compare the effects of a depth-dependent microturbulence model with those of depth-independent models. Note, in particular, that the influence of the CB model on the overtone bands mimics that of a depth independent [1, 1] distribution, while the influence on the AF = 1 bands is more nearly like that of a [1, 1.5] distribution. The differences occur owing to the different heights of formation of the strong AF = 1 lines compared with the weaker overtone features.
It is clear that simple changes in the microturbulence model cannot improve the poor fit of the VAL photosphere-chromosphere model to the empirical No. 3, 1981 SOLAR CO 1137 Fig. 8 .-Dependence of CO AV = 1,2 parameters on the micro velocity model for the modified AL thermal structure. The micro velocity models are designated by depth-independent velocity amplitudes (in km s _1 ) at disk center and at the limb, respectively. "CB" refers to the depth-dependent anisotropic microvelocity model proposed by Canfield and Beckers (1976) . AV = 1 core brightness temperatures. However, decreasing the microvelocities from the [1, 2] model to the CB level would produce an acceptable fit of the VAL to the overtone limb equivalent widths and center-to-limb behavior parameters, although at a somewhat larger carbon abundance.
The carbon abundances required by the several thermal structure and microvelocity combinations are summarized in Table 2 . The single-component model that produces acceptable fits to both the AV = 1 cores and the c) Two-Dimensional Models We consider a class of comparatively simple twodimensional atmospheric structures to investigate the response of the CO fundamental and overtone bands to thermal inhomogeneities. The two-dimensional models are similar to those of Keil and Canfield (1978) , but without a "granulation" component. In practice, a depth-independent, but horizontally sinusoidal temperature perturbation is applied to a reference temperature model T(z) (here taken to be the chromosphereless AL). The two-dimensional models are characterized by the rms temperature perturbation AT rms and the horizontal wavelength of the sinusoidal structure (see also Nelson and Musman 1977), T(z, x) = T(z) + AT rms (2) 1/2 sin .
When H x is small (< 1 megameter = 10 3 km), the individual columns in the two-dimensional simulation can effectively interact, in the sense that rays emerging at shallow angles can intersect-and be affected by-several columns along the line of sight. When H x is large (> 10 megameters), the photospheric regions of the different columns essentially do not interact, and the " twodimensional " simulation is equivalent to a time-average of an oscillating temperature distribution at a fixed spatial position.
In practice, the two dimensional structure is divided Figure 9 . All of the spectrum simulations are based on the ^ = [1,2] microturbulence model. Figure 9 demonstrates that large-amplitude thermal perturbations can affect significantly the behavior of the AV = 1 and AV = 2 CO bands, if the fluctuations occur over comparatively small spatial scales. However, thermal fluctuations over large spatial scales, or equivalently thermal oscillations at a fixed position, seem to have considerably less influence on the infrared CO bands.
The latter behavior is of interest here, because Noyes and Hall (1972) have reported quasiperiodic brightness fluctuations in the cores of strong AV = 1 CO transitions from the co 2200 region. The equivalent thermal fluctuations-~ 225 K peak-to-peak or ^ 100 K rmsappear to be related to the adiabatic response of the high photosphere to the familiar 300 s oscillation pattern. Since the 300 s oscillation has a comparatively large coherence length, and the AF = 1 and AV = 2 CO measurements were averaged over several complete cycles, our derivation of the mean temperature structure of the outer photosphere should be comparatively unaffected.
However, the presence of small-scale thermal perturbations can significantly influence the center-to-limb behavior of both the AV = 1 and AV = 2 bands. Much of that influence can be traced to the abundance normalization procedure, which tends to favor limb-dependent effects such as " shadowing " of the hotter atmospheric columns by the cooler ones. This behavior is seen clearly in Figure 9 and Table 2 . In the latter, a substantially smaller carbon abundance is required by the AT rms = 200, H x = l two-dimensional model than by the single component reference atmosphere, indicating that the cooler components are heavily weighted in the abundance extraction. Despite the smaller carbon abundance, the preferential weighting of the cooler components forces the limb AV = 1 core brightness temperatures below those of the reference model. Nevertheless, the disk center AV = 1 core intensities are brighter than those of the reference model, as would be anticipated for the reduced carbon abundance and the more-or-less linear temperature averaging of the hot and cool components at normal incidence lines of sight. Similarly, the AV = 2 center-to-limb behavior parameters are reduced in the [200, 1] two-dimensional model, compared with those of the reference atmosphere, because the derived carbon abundance is partially controlled by the cool-component shadowing effect, while the disk center line strengths are a more genuine spatial average of the hot and cool columns. o Q. Fig. 9 .-Dependence of CO AV = 1, 2 parameters on thermal oscillation models. The latter are designated by the rms temperature perturbation (K) and the horizontal wavelength (megameters) of the oscillation. The [0, 0] model refers to the undisturbed chromosphereless AL thermal structure. For the moderate value of AT rms (< 200 K) indicated by independent studies, we find little influence on the CO core brightness temperatures. Consequently, we should derive essentially the same mean model, although with a somewhat different microturbulence. Note, however, that the short wavelength (1 megameter) oscillation models lower the limb AV = 1 brightness temperatures, but raise those at disk center. This behavior suggests a limb shadowing effect that might account for at least part of the apparent systematic differences between the disk center and limb AF = 1 brightness temperatures.
